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Max Steel is a American superhero film based on the action-figure line of the same name. Based
on the eponymous toy line by Mattel , the film chronicles the adventures of teenaged Max
McGrath Winchell and alien companion Steel Brener , who combine their powers to form the
superhero Max Steel. Dolphin Films and Mattel Playground Productions co-produced the film. In
his first few days at school, he realizes that almost everyone in town knows more about Jim
than he does because his mother refuses to talk about Jim's past or death. Concurrently after
arriving, Max discovers he emits a unique form of tachyonic energy called TURBO which is
powerful enough to overload any electrical item but has no control over when he emits this
energy. After sensing an overload during a date with Sofia, Max encounters an amnesiac alien
creature named Steel who symbiotically bonds with Max to absorb the energy. Finding
themselves being chased by mysterious men, Max takes Steel to his high school to hide and
finds himself opening up emotionally to him for the first time in his life. Max learns to control
and harness his powers, including linking with Steel into a suit of armor. Whilst linked, Max
starts to see his father's life through flashbacks shared with Steel and learns A race called the
Ultralinks with the power to manipulate the elements launched an attack on N-TEK. In search of
answers, Max goes to visit Miles at N-TEK, who explains that Jim was working on creating a
generator capable of creating an unlimited source of power, and suggests that Jim died in an
accident caused by not following safety procedures. Feeling another energy spike, Max finds
solace but is soon caught in a powerful storm, which he realizes is an Ultralink. Working
together, Max and Steel defeat the Ultralink and to their shock, find it looks identical to Steel.
Another flashback hints that Steel was responsible for Jim's death, causing Max to lash out at
Steel and walk away. Max goes to the facility and finds Steel captured, where he has a flashback
that shows the truth, who reveals that Jim McGrath was an alien who naturally generated
TURBO, and Steel was his partner. The Power Generator was a machine designed to harness
and focus his natural energy, however, Miles became addicted to infusing the TURBO into
himself for the power it gave him, and allied with the Ultralinks to absorb Jim's energy for
himself. Jim overloads the core, but his final words are telling Steel to find and protect Max at
all costs. Edwards entraps Max, having created a suit of armor that drains TURBO, seeking to
harvest his tachyonic energy for himself. Learning to use his armored form as Max Steel, Max
fights Edwards aided by the mysterious men, revealed to be an N-TEK Special Forces Squad
who were working for Miles to find Steel, but are now working for Molly as majority shareholder
of the company. Working together, Max and Steel generate so much energy that Miles is unable
to absorb it, overloading him in a massive explosion. Max apologizes to Sofia for his behavior
and makes a date for that night, and then goes for a fly in the armor with Steel's assistance. An
early attempt to create a Max Steel film occurred in December when Paramount Pictures
purchased the rights to the franchise. Miles Edwards. Principal photography commenced on
April 29, , in Wilmington, North Carolina, [12] [14] and ended on May 31, The site's critics'
consensus states: "Bereft of characterization or even satisfying rock 'em sock 'em, Max Steel
feels like futzing with an action figure without any childhood imagination. IGN critic Alex Welch
gave the film a score of 4 out of 10, summarizing his review with: " Max Steel is one of the more
forgettable and pointless attempts at a superhero franchise in the current post- MCU Hollywood
market, lacking any of the originality or vibrance that could give it even a remote shot at a
successful future. Delivering a bland cinematic origin story which seems calculated to boost
Christmas toy sales, Max Steel is a stillborn, would-be franchise starter, sneaked into
multiplexes without advance critic screenings. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia.
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Ven Ghan. Max discovers files about the Turbo Star and tries to decrypt them. Max and N-Tek
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memory spiral where they experience Steel's past. Makino's humanoid form attacks Max Steel.
Max tries to rescue Steel from Makino. Three Ultralinks bond with Sydney, Kirby and Butch.
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reviews right now. Please try again later. Verified Purchase. I don't understand why this got
such bad reviews here and when it was in the theatres? I thought this had all the right elements
to be entertaining. Now in all fairness I have to say that the bad guy of the piece was pretty
much obvious to me from the start, nevertheless I was very entertained and the lead actor Ben
Winchell as Max was terrific, he really was, I loved the little alien robot too, he was pretty funny.
This isn't just for the kids, I am not a kid and really did enjoy it. Sit down with the kids not the
very young ones but the ones that will get it and you will have fun too and at the same time
maybe bond a bit. This movie had everything that it needed to be the beginning of something
incredible. But it fell short in script and story line. The picture and screenplay were great. The
CGI and even the combat and stunts were entertaining and realistic. But the script was very
thin. Instead of the main character having lines, they sort of just let him behave nervously when
things weren't explainable. Sort of similar to how the girl from twilight acted, except, in the
context of twilight it worked, here it sort of just made the movie very juvenile, and simple.
Sometimes the lines seemed rushed, and unnatural as i would imagine a few people reading
lines back and forth to each other, while sitting in some folding chairs in a circle just practicing.
The interaction between the boy and the girl was ridiculous. No girl would have put up with a
guy standing her up and rushing out randomly every time they were supposed to meet or did
meet. The script needed some serious work. I didn't think it was terrible though. I enjoyed it
mostly. Hey, my hand is emitting heat waves and blue sparks Also we spent too much on digital
effects and couldnt afford to light a lamp shade on fire Absolutely no character development, at
all. Just rush though the story so the effects team can jack off some more. I really wanted to
give it more. It was just too slow at the start, and by the time Max understands he has powers, it
felt like they forced the conclusion. Probably should have gone faster to the action and made
the movie more fast paced. Less predictable would have helped a lot too. The whole courtship
of the girl and the awkwardness of his relationship with his mom and school etc should have
been significantly reduced and even saved for a sequel. This is such a terrible movie that I can't
understand how many people gave it more than 2 stars. It took over a third of the movie for the
alien suit to appear, and right at the beginning you would have known who the bad guy is going
to be - he is always going to appear kind and reserve to the family to try to gain their trust. Then
the way to win is by submitting completely to the bad guy and hope that he overloads; if all the
bad guys can only be eliminated using overload, that would be so crazy. Yet I did keep a lose
eye on some more than others, and even watched the old Batman series til it was taken off the

air, but Max Steel I never did hear of, I will have to my research on it, I no longer have little ones
they have grown up and not really in to many of the cartoons or comics. The kid in me though
saw this for what it is, a great movie that is family friendly with no fowl four letter words being
spewed from start to finish, no outlandish and overly sexual scenes or costumes that are overly
sexually suggestive and in my honest option that is getting a bit old and tired really. If you have
young-ins that are still in to cartoons and comics I would recommend this as family night movie,
I guess they rated it PC due to some gun fire and the fighting towards the end, NO this not a
marvel movie and I did not expect it to be like one and yet Max the teenager does not look like
one, he looks to be more like in his early 20's but I would say "Ben Winchell" played the
character fairly well with the writing that he was given, but then again I have not heard of him til
this movie. Yes the scripting could have been better with the way the writers had the movie play
out, they could have added at least another 10 minutes to the movie to give you some kind of
back story as to how it starts out, but they chose to use flash backs and bad dreams kind of, to
give the back story of how, what, why of how this character game to be and where the character
and story arc goes. I hope that they are able to continue with the story and develop the
character "Max Steel" but they will have to get a bit more creative with the writing, there were no
real plot twists in this movie and that would have made it a bit more interesting, but they need to
keep the family friendly aspect, that is if they are planning to release another movie. What I also
liked is that they did not have in your face advertising for what ever like they did in the last few
marvel movies. It was the good fashioned good guy vs Bad guy super hero movie, like the
original superman movies were, the CGI was okay and not over the top or filled all kinds of
gadgets and scifi mumbo jumbo techno babel that can at times make ya head hurt and just
kinda ruin things at times if not done just rite, honestly there really was no need for it anyway.
This is not star trek, it had a fair amount of humor and that to was bit lame at times and it could
have been better. The story was okay it could have been a bit better and again it came down to
the writing of the script, I think that is where it fell short for those none young-ins, I'm trying not
to give up any spoilers here for those that did not see it yet, but would like to, the way I see it
this was made for the young-ins and for parents to have a good movie to watch and not worry
about, will I have to hit pause or fast forward and cover the child's eyes and ears. Have a good
Movie night with ya young-ins that are in to these kind of super hero movies. See
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